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Abstract
Meta-learning researchers face two fundamental issues in their empirical work:
prototyping and reproducibility. Researchers are prone to make mistakes when pro-
totyping new algorithms and tasks because modern meta-learning methods rely on
unconventional functionalities of machine learning frameworks. In turn, reproducing
existing results becomes a tedious endeavour – a situation exacerbated by the lack
of standardized implementations and benchmarks. As a result, researchers spend
inordinate amounts of time on implementing software rather than understanding and
developing new ideas.
This manuscript introduces learn2learn, a library for meta-learning research
focused on solving those prototyping and reproducibility issues. learn2learn pro-
vides low-level routines common across a wide-range of meta-learning techniques
(e.g. meta-descent, meta-reinforcement learning, few-shot learning), and builds stan-
dardized interfaces to algorithms and benchmarks on top of them. In releasing
learn2learn under a free and open source license, we hope to foster a commu-
nity around standardized software for meta-learning research.
Introduction
Meta-learning is the subfield of machine learning that endows computer programs with
the ability of learning to learn. That is, the computer not only learns a behavior, but
also how to adapt its behavior. To illustrate this difference, let us make an anology with
the world of athleticism. If a learning program is akin to an athlete, a meta-learning
program corresponds to the athlete-coach pair: it simultaneously learns a skill and how
to teach it best. Meta-learning is appealing whenever the athlete is required to excel
in multiple sports, as the coach can leverage shared aspects of each sport to accelerate
mastery. Recent meta-learning methods emerged from this natural ability to multitask –
e.g. meta-descent in optimization, meta-reinforcement learning in reinforcement learning,
and few-shot learning when labelled data is limited – reaching state-of-the-art performance
on vision, language, and robotic domains. (Sutton 1992; Duan, Schulman, et al. 2016;
Miller, Matsakis, and Viola 2000; Lee et al. 2019; Brown et al. 2020; Metz et al. 2019;
Nagabandi et al. 2018)
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Unfortunately, modern meta-learning research is often slowed down by prototyping and
reproducibility challenges. Prototyping algorithms is an error-prone process since meta-
learning algorithms rely on supported but exotic functionalities of machine learning software.
(e.g. gradient of optimization steps) Consequently, a slow prototyping phase reduces the
number of ideas one can try and retain. It also directly impacts reproducibility: researchers
are more likely to make mistake with someone else’s idea than with their own. Combined,
those pesky issues prevent meaningful comparisons across publications, ultimately reducing
the impact of any publication in the field.
Why do we suffer prototyping and reproducibility issues?
Although a complete answer is outside the scope of this manuscript, we blame the lack
of specialized software as a major culprit. A software library with specialized subroutines
would reduce gaffes when prototyping, improving reproducibility too. A widely-adopted
library also promotes standardized implementation of existing methods and benchmarks,
an issue in prior research; for example, the community lost the original mini-ImageNet data
splits from Vinyals et al. (2016), leaving subsequent work to replicate them as best they
could. In summary, there is a need for a specialized software library which would alleviate
many of the issues currently plaguing meta-learning research.
We introduce learn2learn, a software library that directly addresses prototyping and re-
productibility issues in meta-learning research. learn2learn provides researchers with a
unified and extensible interface to existing benchmarks, and a set of well-tested subroutines
frequently used to implement meta-learning algorithms. The library also packages numer-
ous examples replicating published methods, which can easily be adapted for comparisons
on new benchmarks. learn2learn is implemented in Python to maintain compatiblity
with the greater machine learning ecosystem. It extends PyTorch (Paszke et al. 2019) and
leverages its fast linear algebra and automatic differentiation capabilites, while resorting
to Cython (Behnel et al. 2011) when speed is required for data-handling. learn2learn
is already used in our day-to-day research, and we hope its development will continue to
benefit the wider meta-learning community.
The remainder of this document overviews the prototyping and reproducibility capabilities
of learn2learn, including a review of related work.
Prototyping
Prototyping is essential in letting researchers quickly try new ideas. The faster the pro-
totyping phase, the faster an idea can be retained (or discarded) for further exploration.
learn2learn provides tools to accelerate two aspects of the prototyping phase: algorithms
and domains.
Algorithms
Implementing meta-learning algorithms can be tricky. For example, many methods rely
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on computing gradients of algorithms – rather than gradients of functions – which, while
possible with modern machine learning frameworks (e.g. PyTorch, TensorFlow, JAX), is
strenuous and prone to errors. (Finn, Abbeel, and Levine 2017; Jacobsen et al. 2019;
Xu, Hasselt, and Silver 2018) However, this doesn’t need be the case: many differentiable
algorithms can be implemented with minor changes when given the right abstractions.1
1 learned_update = l2l.optim.ParameterUpdate (
2 model.parameters () ,
3 l2l.optim.KroneckerTransform (l2l.nn.KroneckerLinear )
4 )
5 clone = l2l.clone_module (model) # torch.clone() for nn.Modules
6 updates = learned_update ( # similar API as torch.autograd .grad
7 loss (clone(X), y),
8 clone.parameters () ,
9 create_graph =True ,
10 )
11 # in -place , differentiable update of clone parameters
12 l2l.update_module (clone , updates)
13 # gradients w.r.t model's and learned_update 's parameters
14 loss (clone(X), y).backward ()
Snippet 1: Demonstration of differentiable optimization routines. Lines 1-4 instantiate a param-
eterized update function, which computes the gradient of a loss w.r.t. some module’s parameters
(clone, line 8) and passes them through a gradient transform – a module mapping gradients to
updates. (here a KroneckerLinear, line 3) Line 5 creates a differentiable copy of the model,
and line 11 updates that copy in-place such that the update is itself differentiable. Finally, line
13 backpropagates through the loss of the updated differentiable copy, thus computing gradients
w.r.t. the "pre-update" model parameters and the KroneckerLinear parameters.
To ease the implementation of such methods, learn2learn exposes low-level routines for
differentiable optimization in learn2learn.optim. These routines are tightly built around
PyTorch’s automatic differentiation engine, so as to maintain compatibility and extensibil-
ity. They can be used to express optimization algorithms such that their computational
graph remains differentiable. Snippet 1 provides an example, which implements the 1-
step learning loop of the linear Kronecker-factored optimizer from Arnold, Iqbal, and Sha
(2019). (Note how both model and optimizer parameters are meta-learned; implement-
ing the same functionality with vanilla PyTorch requires 10x the lines of code.) We’ve
used those general-purpose routines to implement algorithms from the literatures of few-
shot, meta-descent, and meta-reinforcement learning – including MAML (Finn, Abbeel,
and Levine 2017), Hypergradient descent (Baydin et al. 2017), or ProMP (Rothfuss et al.
2018) among others.
Domains
Researchers have to design new domains – such as datasets, tasks, or environments –
to develop and test new abilities of their programs. We refer to this other aspect of
1See for example Agrawal et al. (2019).
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the research lifecycle as prototyping new domains. learn2learn can help prototype new
domains for few-shot and meta-reinforcement learning.
1 dataset = l2l.data .MetaDataset (MyDataset ()) # PyTorch dataset
2 transforms = [ # easy to define custom task transforms
3 l2l.data .transforms .NWays(dataset , n=5),
4 l2l.data .transforms .KShots(dataset , k=1),
5 l2l.data .transforms .LoadData(dataset ),
6 lambda task : [( random_rotation (x), y) for x, y in task ]
7 ]
8 taskset = l2l.data .TaskDataset (dataset ,
9 transforms ,
10 num_tasks =20000)
11 random_task = taskset.sample () # sample one task
12 for task in taskset: # iterate over all tasks
13 X, y = task
Snippet 2: The interface to TaskDataset and TaskTransform. Line 1 wraps an arbitrary
PyTorch dataset with the MetaDataset class. Lines 2-7 define TaskTransforms: here, 5-ways
1-shot classification with a custom random-rotation task augmentation applied to each (x, y) pair.
Lines 8-10 instantiate the TaskDataset, from which tasks can be sampled (line 11) or enumerated
(lines 12-13).
For few-shot meta-learning, learn2learn provides a general TaskDataset class enabling
sampling of smaller tasks in learn2learn.data. Those tasks are constructed through a
series of TaskTransforms, which iteratively refine the description of the data in the task.
Writing a new task transform is as easy as writing a Python function, but those functions
can be made arbitrarily complex thanks to Python’s callable objects. See Snippet 2 for an
example. With the combination of TaskDataset and TaskTransforms, researchers can
quickly develop fast custom data and task sampling schemes, while retaining compatibility
with any PyTorch dataset; this lets them quickly iterate over ideas with small datasets and
scale up to larger experiments with the same codebase.
1 def make_env ():
2 env = l2l.gym.HalfCheetahForwardBackwardEnv()
3 return cherry.envs . StateNormalizer (env)
4
5 # use 16 processes , compatible with gym API
6 env = l2l.gym.AsyncVectorEnv ([ make_env for i in range(16) ])
7 tasks = env.sample_tasks (20)
8 env.set_task (tasks[0]) # all processes run task 0
Snippet 3: Utilities for meta-reinforcement learning environments. Lines 1-3 instantiate the half-
cheetah environment, with tasks defined as running forward or backward. This environment is
then wrapped by cherry, an external reinforcement learning library. Line 6 forks 16 asynchronous
workers, each with its own copy of the half-cheetah environment. Finally, lines 7-8 sample 20 tasks
and assign the first one to all workers.
For meta-reinforcement learning, learn2learn provides a high-level MetaEnv interface
in learn2learn.gym which can be used to bootstrap the design of OpenAI Gym en-
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vironments. (Brockman et al. 2016) Environments that adhere to this interface can
take advantage of specially designed utilities included in learn2learn; for example, the
AsyncVectorEnv wrapper parallelizes the collection of episodes across multiple processes.
(c.f. Snippet 3) Such environments also retain the Gym API, making them compatible
with all popular reinforcement learning libraries. (Dhariwal et al. 2017; Duan, Chen, et
al. 2016; Liang et al. 2017) Naturally, they also become compatible with the various
meta-reinforcement learning algorithms implemented within the library.
The core prototyping tools toured in the above paragraphs open the door to more advanced
developments such as online, incremental, or lifelong meta-learning. While this manuscript
can only present a bird’s-eye view of those tools, we invite the reader to the library’s
website and documentation for such advanced applications.
Reproducibility
The field of meta-learning is advancing rapidly, but progress is plagued by reproducibility
issues. Those issues are often subtle and hard to spot. In meta-reinforcement learning for
example, different papers have used different reward functions with the same environment,
resulting in confusing comparisons: are the observed improvements due to algorithmic
advancements or to changes in the reward function? To combat those insiduous issues,
learn2learn includes a set of high-quality implementations for various meta-learning algo-
rithms as well as standardized benchmarks for few-shot and meta-reinforcement learning.
1 meta_sgd = l2l.algorithms .GBML(
2 model ,
3 l2l.optim.ModuleTransform (l2l.nn.Scale),
4 )
5 meta_curvature = l2l.algorithms .GBML(
6 model ,
7 l2l.optim.MetaCurvatureTransform,
8 )
9 meta_kfo = l2l.algorithms .GBML(
10 model ,
11 l2l.optim.KroneckerTransform (l2l.nn.KroneckerLinear ),
12 adapt_transform =True ,
13 )
Snippet 4: Implementation of Meta-SGD (lines 1-4), Meta-Curvature (lines 5-8), and Meta-KFO
(lines 9-13) with the GBML wrapper. Each variant differs in how the fast-adaptation gradients are
transformed, which is reflected through the transform and adapt_transform arguments.
Implementations
learn2learn provides high-level implementations for popular algorithms. These implemen-
tations build on top of the low-level routines from the previous section, and are thoroughly
tested to replicate published works. They typically wrap around PyTorch modules to extend
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them with specific meta-learning functionalities. For example, the LearnableOptimizer
retains the familiar PyTorch Optimizer interface and extends it to learn arbitrary meta-
optimization updates; similarly, the GBML augments PyTorch Modules to support fast-
adaptation routines for few-shot and meta-reinforcement learning. GBML implementations
of Meta-SGD, Meta-Curvature, Meta-KFO are available in Snippet 4. (Li et al. 2017;
Park and Oliva 2019; Arnold, Iqbal, and Sha 2019)
With those high-level implementations and the standardized benchmark interface described
below, we supply examples that exactly reproduce published experiments. Those examples
serve three purposes. First, they validate the correctness of our implementation and a
publication’s claims; second, they illustrate how to use the library; third, they fill the need
for unified standardized reproductions. As a by-product, those examples can be used to
bootstrap further experimentation and analysis around a method of interest. For example,
we could easily complement ANIL’s (Raghu et al. 2019) original results on the Omniglot
(Lake, Salakhutdinov, and Tenenbaum 2015) and mini-Imagenet (Vinyals et al. 2016)
datasets with new results on CIFAR-FS (Bertinetto et al. 2018) and FC100 (Oreshkin,
Rodríguez López, and Lacoste 2018).
1 from learn2learn .vision import benchmarks
2 print(benchmarks .list_tasksets ())
3 # ['omniglot ', 'cifar -fs ', 'fc100', 'mini -imagenet ', ...]
4 tasksets = benchmarks .get_tasksets ( # standardized pipeline
5 name ='mini -imagenet ',
6 train_samples =10,
7 train_ways =5)
8 task = tasksets .train.sample () # tasksets .train is a task dataset
Snippet 5: High-level API to standardized computer vision benchmarks. Line 2 prints the list
of available tasksets. On lines 4-7, we instantiate the 5-ways 5-shots mini-ImageNet benchmark,
which returns the tasksets namedtuple with train, validation, and test keys. Line 8
samples a task from the train TaskDataset.
Benchmarks
We use the low-level domains API to implement standard benchmarks in few-shot and
meta-reinforcement learning settings. For few-shot learning, learn2learn provides
classes to download and preprocess datasets commonly used by the community in
learn2learn.vision. In addition, it also includes task definitions with the proper
task-processing stages (image normalization, rotation, cropping) for commonly reported
settings such as 5-ways 1-shot, 5-ways 5-shots, and 20-ways 5-shots. An example of those
task definitions is described in Snippet 5.
The meta-reinforcement learning environments range from simple 2D-particle navigation to
robotics control. In particular, we include simple to use wrappers for the recently proposed
MetaWorld, a set of 50 gripper manipulation tasks with varying levels of difficulty. Those
benchmark implementations should greatly simplify the replication and comparison of new
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methods on well-studied settings. They, and other meta-reinforcement learning utilities,
are included in learn2learn.gym.
Combined with the provided implementations, we hope learn2learn enables researchers
to accelerate the process of correctly comparing their ideas against existing methods.
Related Work
Disparate implementations of individual algorithms set aside, two recent libraries tackle
similar challenges as learn2learn.
The first one, higher (Grefenstette et al. 2019), aims to facilitate the implementation of
“generalized inner-loop meta-algorithms” – in other words, the implementation of differen-
tiable optimization algorithms. higher treats a model definition (e.g. a neural network)
as a symbolic computational graph, for which they use one set of parameters or another
based on user-specified context. This “stateless” parameterization is as expressive as the
learn2learn.optim submodule – after all, both are implemented on top of PyTorch –
but requires researchers to carefully understand when they are working with symbolic or
declarative parts of their computation. Instead, learn2learn sticks with a stateful and
declarative style, already familiar to the PyTorch research userbase. Moreover, higher
completely forgoes reproducibility issues as its focus is on the implementation of novel
algorithms.
The second one, Torchmeta (Deleu et al. 2019), intends to provide a unified interface
to popular datasets, including classes to easily download and process them. Specifically,
it focuses on standardized few-shot computer vision tasks, allowing researchers to easily
swap one dataset for another. However, supporting new datasets with Torchmeta requires
implementing a bridging class, even if the dataset is already in standard PyTorch format.
On the other hand, learn2learn’s TaskDataset explicitly avoids such bridging classes,
and is designed to be compatible with any PyTorch dataset (including text, speech, and
others). Torchmeta also povides a thin algorithmic wrapper to demonstrate the usage of
their library with gradient-based meta-learning algorithms; but, this wrapper is not compat-
ible with the majority of PyTorch’s layers, nor custom modules implemented by researchers.
In comparison, learn2learn’s differentiable optimization submodule uniformly handles all
PyTorch Modules (including custom ones), making it a more applicable research tool.
Overall, learn2learn offers a more general solution to the prototyping and reproduciblity
issues encountered in day-to-day research. For example, at the time of this writing, neither
of the above libraries supports meta-descent or meta-reinforcement learning.
Conclusion
This manuscript introduces learn2learn, a library that tackles prototyping and repro-
ducibility issues in modern meta-learning. learn2learn’s low-level routines facilitate rapid
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prototyping of new algorithms and domains. The library builds on those low-level routines
to provide high-level implementations and standardized benchmarks API, which enable
researchers to easily and faithfully compare different methods under different settings. No-
tably, both low- and high-level utilities are engineered to be general: they are compatible
with a wide range of meta-learning techniques in few-shot learning, meta-reinforcement
learning, or meta-optimization. Finally, learn2learn is released under the free and open
source MIT licence, and the focus of continued development.
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